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...designed to be faster

J.G. WEISSER SÖHNE is one of the world's leading manufacturers of multifunctional
precision lathes and turning centers.

The J.G. WEISSER SÖHNE factory was founded in 1856 in St. Georgen
specifically to manufacture machines for the Black Forest clock and
watch industry. It has since developed into one of the world's leading companies for high-tech and multifunctional precision turning
machines. The history of WEISSER shows that the company’s growth
is based firmly on its new ideas, progressive thinking and consistent
customer orientation, which have exerted a positive and successful
influence from the outset.

The WEISSER brand is synonymous with cutting-edge technology,
and the company is much sought after by the global manufacturing industry.

The company's goal is to develop and refine consistently innovative products, with
the focus on cost-effectiveness, precision, sustainability and networking.
Our main strengths:
_A brand with a rich tradition of developing cutting-edge technologies, stretching
back more than 160 years

System integration, which permits turning, drilling and milling in a
single machine, enables customers to improve their performance
while reducing the amount of space required, to shorten machining times and to lower parts manufacturing costs significantly.
In particular, the various innovative and patented machining techniques, such as the original WEISSER rotational turning method or
the HOT (Hyperspeed Oval Turning) out-of-round turning process,
enable considerable savings to be made and allow process times
to be shortened significantly.

_Leader in technological process solutions for multifunctional turning
_ARTERY Turn-mill machining centers for universal and industry-wide use
_Additive manufacturing and laser processing (WEISSER Präzisionstechnik)

WEISSER always honors its corporate slogan when developing new
ideas: WEISSER ...designed to be faster.

_Flexible modular system adapted to meet customers’ precise requirement profiles
_Precision “mechanical zero” machine tool construction
_Turnkey production lines and cells based on individual requirement profiles
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CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
FROM THE BLACK FOREST
WEISSER creates customized and process-oriented solutions in
precision machine tool construction. Tradition is both the basis
of and the driving force behind the owner-managed family
business.
Managing Partner Thorsten Rettich:
“We are now into the sixth generation and we commit ourselves together with our employees for our customers worldwide to ensuring that our customers always receive the
highest level of personal commitment and solid technical
know-how from us.
We put our heart and soul into developing innovative technical solutions and providing dedicated and competent support throughout the order process from quotation through to
service – we do all of this with passion for our customers. “

PRODUCT AND TECHNOLOGY EXPERTISE

CUSTOMIZING COMPETENCE

ENGINEERING TEAM WITH INNOVATIVE IDEAS

OUTSTANDING EXPERT KNOWLEDGE

Our passion for innovative cutting-edge technology and our unrivalled process
expertise are the basis of our technological leadership in multifunctional workpiece machining.

Behind this is our engineering team and their innovative ideas based on outstanding expert knowledge, creativity and comprehensive industry knowhow.

The portfolio includes a broad range of products and services:

Our process mastery means that we are always ahead of our time. Our "Customizing Competence" derives from our pioneering spirit, our passion and our
ingenious lateral thinking – all of which comes together to give our customers
the edge over their rivals.

“Customizing Competence" is very much user-oriented because we put all
our passion into meeting our customers’ needs by developing distinctive production solutions which are innovative and result-oriented down to the very
last detail.

"Customizing Competence" helps our customers turn their plans and visions into
reality. It makes production processes more intelligent, faster and safer.

At the heart of all activities is creating a workpiece-centered turnkey process
as a complete customer-specific solution for challenging and complex production tasks or as a system solution based on complete production lines.

Many of our boldest and most promising process designs exceed even our own
standards. This often happens in innovations that deploy future technologies to
meet our customers’ most exacting requirements.
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•

In-depth consulting and comprehensive process design

•

Skilled engineering for customer-specific application solutions

•

Production strategy and process engineering

•

Concept studies for machine solution, equipment, tool selection

•

Determination of ideally adapted automation solutions

•

Kick-off meeting to launch the project process

•

Machine capability checks to ensure adequate quantities and quality

•

Full support during the entire project phase

•

Training in operation, programming and process optimization

•

Production support and preventive maintenance aimed at achieving consistently high quality, maximum machine availability and consistent minimization of unit costs

s

Intelligent production processes

require innovative technologies and reliable, high-precision machine tools designed for high-performance applications.
This is why our precision lathes and multifunctional turning centers exhibit a
high degree of technical maturity and are manufactured to offer maximum
precision.
Our aspiration: High-precision “mechanical zero” machine tool construction.

WEISSER Machine tools
are designed for long-term stability and lasting workpiece precision.
In addition, high process reliability levels are achieved through innovative concepts in tool, process and machine condition monitoring.
The in-house development, design and manufacture of WEISSER synchronous motor spindles using Direct Drive technology help achieve
improved availability, process reliability and manufacturing quality.

We have full mastery over the quality and precision of our machine tools thanks
to our extended vertical range of manufacture and the resulting in-house production of all quality-related components.
All precision-critical components and assemblies are specially measured and,
despite their high basic accuracy levels, precision-assembled by experienced
specialists in a quality-oriented and efficient manufacturing process.
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FIRST-CLASS PRODUCTION MACHINES

TECHNOLOGY MODULES

The modular vertical and horizontal machine models are flexibly
designed for machining a wide variety of workpieces made from a
broad range of materials. The main focus is on high-precision complete machining of various batch sizes at low unit cost.

These open up various process integration options (such as hard, out-ofround and rotation turning, drilling, threading, milling and grinding) in workspaces which have been specially adapted for the particular application.

FLEXIBLE MODULAR SYSTEM

This allows finishing operations, for example, to be carried out in a single
clamping. This in turn ensures maximum workpiece quality, contour accuracy and surface finish, even with complex geometries.

Multifunctional WEISSER precision turning machines are manufactured to customers’ exact requirement profiles using a flexible modular system. The basic machines are equipped with original WEISSER
precision turning spindles in order to provide the ideal solution for
every manufacturing task. WEISSER technology modules can be individually extended depending on customers’ requirements.

High quality down to the smallest detail – this is always our top priority when
implementing innovative technologies. This results in perfect solutions for
the in-house development and optimization of drive and control technology, sensors, guide elements and other machine components. All this leads
to maximum long-term precision and process reliability in the different machines and applications.

PRODUCTION MACHINES

Vertical pick-up machine design
with range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AC AM AH-SERIES
This is a series of very fast, multifunctional single or double-spindle pick-up lathes with a modular design and vertical spindle-slide layout. The machines are flexibly designed for the complete machining at low unit cost of various batch sizes of small to medium-sized workpieces with component diameters of up to 550 mm and very strict quality requirements. Right or left machine configuration versions allow ideal adaptation to
the production flow. Highly productive simultaneous processing on a single machine with two high-performance disk turrets (4 axes) or multiple
grinding spindles enables the use of intelligent technology processes which can help achieve significant time and cost savings.

UNIVERTOR AC-1

UNIVERTOR AC-2, 4-axis complete machining
UNIVERTOR AC-1 or AC-2 Working area
UNIVERTOR AC-2

•

Single or twin-spindle design (AC-1/AC-2)

•

Workpiece handling by an integrated turnover station for short loading and unloading
times during machining

•

Turning and milling turret with dynamic
direct drive up to 9,500 rpm

•

4-axis complete machining (synchronous)
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Vertical pick-up machine design
with range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AC AM AH SERIES
The compact machine models of the UNIVERTOR AM series are ideally suited for machining medium-to-large size chuck turned parts such as transmission gears for commercial vehicles, crown wheels, brake disks or pistons with a diameter of up to 360 mm and a maximum length of 350 mm.
Right or left machine configuration versions allow ideal adaptation to the production flow. Highly productive simultaneous processing on a single
machine with two high-performance disk turrets (4 axes) or multiple grinding spindles enables the use of intelligent technology processes which
can help achieve significant time and cost savings.

UNIVERTOR AM-1

UNIVERTOR AM-2

•

One or two-spindle versions (AM-1/AM-2)

•

Workpiece handling by an integrated
turnover station for short loading and
unloading times during machining

•

Turning and milling turret with dynamic
direct drive up to 9,500 rpm

•

4-axis complete machining
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Vertical pick-up machine design
with range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AC AM AH SERIES Technical Specifications
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Machine model

Unit

Max. chuck size

mm

250

500

500

500

500

Max. machining diameter

mm

150

450

450

450

450

Max. workpiece length

mm

100

250

250

250

250

VDI 40

VDI 40

VDI 40

VDI 50

VDI 50

8/12

8/12

2x 8/12

8/12

2x 8/12

mm

830/280

1,400/500

2 x 1,400/500

1,400/420

2 x 1,400/420

kN

10/8

10/8

10/8

10/8

10/8

m/min

60/30

30/60

30/60

30/60

30/60

Ball screw ø X axis / Z axis

mm

40

40

40

40/50

40/50

Front spindle bearing diameter

mm

90

120

120

150

150

Spindle power 100%/40% (duty cycle)

kW

17/22

35/40

35/40

65/80

65/80

Torque 100%/40% (duty cycle)

Nm

100/128

430/610

430/610

820/1,100

820/1,100

Nominal speed

RPM

1,600

780

780

780

750

Length / Width / Height

mm

2,400 x 2,400 x
2,600

4,100x 2,500 x
3,200

6,100x 2,850 x
3,200

4,100x 2,500 x
3,200

6,100x 2,850 x
3,200

kg

approx. 8,000

approx. 13,000

approx. 26,000

approx. 13,000

approx. 26,000

Tool holder
Number of tool places
Slide path X axis / Z axis
Max. feed force X axis / Z axis
Rapid motion speed X axis / Z axis

Weight (without automation and additional units)

UNIVERTOR AC- 1 UNIVERTOR AM- 1 UNIVERTOR AM-2 UNIVERTOR AH- 1 UNIVERTOR AH-2
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Vertical two-spindle machine design with pick-up spindle
and vertical counter spindle, including range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AM-T AH-T SERIES
In the working area of the UNIVERTOR AM-T with vertical spindle-slide layout and multifunctional slide, the workpieces are stepped through the
machine based on the transfer principle. The transfer takes place directly from the hanging pick-up spindle into the standing vertical spindle. The
turrets, drill heads or multifunction slides also mounted on the special basic machine allow a wide range of machining options. This means that
subsequent operations can be carried out in one working space with significantly reduced idle times and with maximum transfer precision
between clampings. This guarantees very high shape and position tolerance precision for the workpieces. The possibility of technology integration significantly reduces the number of internal logistics
processes and yields high-precision machining results.
2-spindle pick-up precision lathe for medium and large quantities of chuck turned parts up to
Ø 420 mm in transfer system - e.g. grinding, milling, drilling.

UNIVERTOR AM-T

•

Two-spindle design with pick-up spindle
and vertical counter spindle

•

Multifunctional slide for drilling and
milling

•

High workpiece change accuracy due
to transfer system
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Vertical two-spindle machine design with pick-up spindle
and vertical counter spindle, including range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AM-T AH-T SERIES
Originally conceived as a pioneering machine for the low-cost production of aluminum wheels, the UNIVERTOR AH-T offers impressive performance
with its high-precision machining of other workpieces up to a diameter of 400 mm. The parallel processing of two machining operations enables
extremely short cycle times. The stability as well as the superior damping characteristics of the machine ensure consistently high levels of accuracy.
Vertical pick-up machine design with wide range of process integration options
Parallel loading and unloading during complete machining in 2 clampings. High productivity per unit area thanks to compact machine design.
Due to its superior machine stability and damping properties, the UNIVERTOR AH-T series is not only stable enough for roughing, but also suitable
for hard turning. Very short cycle times yield high processing quantities, maximum efficiency and significant time savings.

UNIVERTOR AH-T

•

Two-spindle design with pick-up spindle
and vertical counter spindle

•

Multifunctional slide for drilling and
milling

•

High workpiece change accuracy due
to transfer system
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Vertical pick-up machine design
with range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AM-T AH-T SERIES
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Machine model

Unit

UNIVERTOR AM-T

UNIVERTOR AH-T

Max. chuck size

mm

500

800

Max. machining diameter

mm

450

550

Max. workpiece length

mm

200

300

VDI 40

VDI 50

8/12

8/12

Tool holder
Number of tool places
Slide path X1 axis / Z1 axis

mm

1,400/350

3,050/700

Slide path X2 axis / Z2 axis

mm

1,400/350

1,680/700

kN

10/8

10/8

m/min

60/30

60/25

Ball screw ø X axes / Z axes

mm

40

50

Front spindle bearing diameter

mm

120

150

Spindle 1 spindle power 100%/40% (duty cycle)

kW

35/40

64/80

Torque 100%/40% (power-on time)

Nm

430/610

820/1,100

Nominal speed

RPM

780

750

Spindle 2 spindle power 100%/40% (duty cycle)

kW

35/40

64/80

Torque 100%/40% (power-on time)

Nm

430/610

820/1,100

Nominal speed

RPM

780

750

Length / Width / Height

mm

3,400 x 3,200 x 3,800

6,400 x 3,100 x 4,600

kg

approx. 16,000

approx. 35,000

Max. feed force X axes / Z axes
Rapid motion X axes / Z axes

Weight (without automation and additional units)
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Horizontal pick-up machine design
with range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AS
The unique modular single-spindle UNIVERTOR AS shaft pick-up lathe is devised for mass production. The UNIVERTOR AS with the original WEISSER pick-up system is especially designed for dry machining of all sorts of shafts. This machine series is ideally suited for cost-effective complete
machining of various batch sizes while fulfilling high machining and quality requirements. Right or left machine configuration versions allow ideal
adaptation to different production processes.

UNIVERTOR AS 90/400

UNIVERTOR AS 90/400/4

•

Shaft pick-up lathe for mass production

•

No loaders or separate robotic solutions
are required due to the integrated automation solution

•

Horizontal spindle with tailstock loads
and unloads automatically

•

Dry and wet machining

•

4-axis complete machining
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Horizontal machine design
with wide range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AS
The cross slide of the UNIVERTOR AS, which carries the turrets. The motor spindle and NC tailstock, is constructed horizontally. The tailstock and
steady rests are NC-controlled. The peak width is available in two sizes: 650 mm and 800 mm (workpiece length).
The possibility to integrate innovative technological processes such as rotary turning, hard turning, grinding, drilling or milling significantly reduces
the number of internal logistics processes and yields high-precision machining results.
The complete machining of shafts is highly efficient in combination with the UNIVERTOR AS/4 for 4-axis soft machining and the UNIVERTOR AE or
AE-T universal cutting and centering machine.

UNIVERTOR AS 120/650/800

•

Shaft lathe for mass production

•

Integrated gantry loaders

•

Dry and wet machining

•

4-axis complete machining
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Horizontal pick-up machine design
with range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AS SERIES Technical Specifications
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Machine model

Unit

UNIVERTOR AS 90/400
(650)

UNIVERTOR AS 90/650/4

UNIVERTOR AS
120/650(800)/4

UNIVERTOR AS 150/800/4

Max. chuck size

mm

215

400

400

400

Max. machining diameter

mm

215

320

320

320

Max. workpiece length

mm

400/650

650

650(800)

800

VDI 40

VDI 40

VDI 40

VD 40

8/12

8/12

8/12

8/12

mm

280 / 1,130 (2,450)

280/700

280/700

280/700

kN

10/8

10/8

10/8

10/8

m/min

30/60

30/100

30/100

30/100

Ball screw ø X axis / Z axis

mm

40

40/linear motor

40/linear motor

40/linear motor

Front spindle bearing diameter

mm

90

120

120

150

Spindle power 100%/40% (duty cycle)

kW

23.7(30)

23.7(30)

35(40)

52/67

Torque 100%/40% (duty cycle)

Nm

151(191)

430(610)

430(610)

450/580

Nominal speed

RPM

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,100

Tailstock travel path

mm

300

600

300

525

MK 4

MK 4

MK 4

MK 5

Tool holder
Number of tool places
Slide path X axis / Z axis
Max. feed force X axis / Z axis
Rapid motion speed X axis / Z axis

Tailstock taper
Max. tailstock pressing force

daN

850

850

850

850

Length / Width / Height

mm

4,350 x 2,400 x 3,000

3,500 x 2,800 x 3,000

3,500 x 2,800 x 3,000

3,500 x 2,800 x 3,000

kg

approx. 10,000

approx. 16,000

approx. 16,000

approx. 16,000

Weight (without automation and additional units)
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Horizontal pick-up machine design
with range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AE AE-T
The UNIVERTOR AE (or 2-spindle UNIVERTOR AE-T) is a compact and variable pick-up face and centering machine for shafts up to a length of 650
mm. Instead of basic slide with a motor spindle, a modified, movable assembly slide with robust centric clamps is used to accommodate shafttype workpieces such as transmission all sorts of shafts. Thus, no additional robotic or gantry solutions are required, the machine loads itself. The
UNIVERTOR AE is used for economical face and centering, It enables precise pick-up of the workpieces in subsequent process steps.

UNIVERTOR AE

UNIVERTOR AE-T

•

Automatic loading through integrated
pick-up system

•

Powerful centric clamps for reliable
fixing of unmachined parts

•

Overturning, centering, cutting, boring
and milling of shaft ends with up to 24
tools

•

Deep drilling up to 20xD
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Horizontal pick-up machine design
with range of process integration options

UNIVERTOR AE AE-T
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Machine model

Unit

UNIVERTOR AE

UNIVERTOR AET

Max. chuck size

mm

120

120

Max. machining diameter

mm

120

120

Max. workpiece length

mm

650

650

HSK 63

HSK 63

6

2x6

Tool holder
Number of tool places
Slide path X axis / Z1 axis

mm

310 / 1,800

310 / 1,800

Slide path Z2 axis

mm

450

450

kN

10

10

m/min

30/60/30

30/60/30

Ball screw ø X axis / Z1 axis/ Z2 axis

mm

40

40

Output power 6-fold crown turret 100%/40% (duty cycle)

kW

15/16/16

-

Output power 2x 6-fold disk turret 100%/40% (duty cycle)

kW

-

26/30/30

Torque 6-fold crown turret 100%/40% (duty cycle)

Nm

95/114

Torque 2x 6-fold disk-type turret 100%/40% (duty cycle)

Nm

Nominal speed crown turret /disk-type turret

RPM

1500

1500

Length / Width / Height

mm

5,000 x 2,800 x 3,000

5,000 x 2,800 x 3,000

kg

approx. 15,000

approx. 15,000

Max. feed force X axis / Z1 axis/ Z2 axis
Rapid motion X axis / Z1 axis/ Z2 axis

Weight (without automation and additional units)

150/130
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Vertical machine design with upright motor spindle,
including range of process integration options

VERTOR C M C-1 EC
VERTOR machine models are modular, vertical precision lathes with a fixed motor spindle.
•

The VERTOR C is a compact, single-spindle vertical lathe for manual, robotic or gantry loading, designed especially for machining small parts
(chuck and shaft parts) up to a diameter of 400 mm.

•

The VERTOR M is used especially for the machining of chuck parts up to Ø 400 mm and for the vertical machining of shafts up to 300 mm in
length.

•

The VERTOR C-1 EC Compact, specially designed for vertical machining of shafts up to a diameter of 150 mm and a lenght of 350 mm, with
integrated cutting and centering module.
Innovative technological processes such as out-of-round turning, hard turning, grinding, drilling or milling
can be integrated.

VERTOR C

VERTOR M

•

Machining of chuck-held turned parts or shafts
with tailstock and steady-rest support

•

4-axis design for shortened processing times

•

Driven tools

•

Optimized for manual loading
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Vertical machine design
with fixed motor spindle and range of process integration options

VERTOR C M C-1 EC
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Machine model

Unit

VERTOR C

VERTOR M

VERTOR C-1EC

Max. chuck size

mm

600

600

350

Max. machining diameter

mm

400

400

150

Max. workpiece length

mm

300

300

300

VDI 40

VDI 40

VDI 50

8/12

2x 8/12

8/12

mm

230/280

230/280

230/400

kN

10/8

10/8

9

m/min

30/30

30/30

30/30

Ball screw ø X axis / Z axis

mm

40

40

32

Front spindle bearing diameter

mm

90

120

150

Spindle power 100%/40% (duty cycle)

kW

18/24

52/67

18/24

Torque 100%/40% (duty cycle)

Nm

115/146

235/330

820/1,100

Nominal speed

RPM

1,500

1,100

1,500

Tailstock travel path

mm

330

330

330

MK 4

MK 4

MK 4

Tool holder
Number of tool places
Slide path X axis / Z axis
Max. feed force X axis / Z axis
Rapid motion speed X axis / Z axis

Tailstock taper
Max. tailstock pressing force

daN

850

850

850

Length / Width / Height

mm

4,350 x 2,400 x 3,000

4,350 x 2,400 x 3,000

3,500 x 2,800 x 3,000

kg

approx. 13,000

approx. 26,000

approx. 13,000

Weight (without automation and additional units)
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Double spindle machine in 60º layout with swivel table

Series Vertor C / M / C-1EC
Technical data:

DZ WHEEL

COMPLETE MACHINING OF WHEELS IN 75-SECOND CYCLES

36
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Series Vertor C / M / C-1EC
Technical data:

DZ WHEEL - WHEEL PRODUCTION IN 75 S CYCLES
The DZ WHEEL is a pioneering multifunctional precision turning center for highly effective wheel machining
which offers impressive parallel operation from OP functions to the finished product, including fine machining.
This is proof of Weisser’s unbeatable technological competence and extensive experience in the manufacture of high-performance machining centers for wheel production.
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PRODUCTION MACHINES

Double spindle machine in 60º layout with swivel table

Due to its superior machine stability and damping properties, the DZ
WHEEL series is robust enough for heavy machining and therefore
also ideal for hard turning. Very short cycle times yield high processing quantities, maximum efficiency and significant time savings.

The space-saving machine design offers high productivity levels
per unit area and can easily be adapted for robotic loading
and integration into production cells and lines.

Loading, unloading and work piece clamping all take place within the
75 s complete machining cycle for wheels.
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PRODUCTION
DZ WHEEL MACHINES

Vertical
pick-up machine design with range of process integration options

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Machine model

Unit

DZ Wheel

Max. chuck size

mm

870

Max. machining diameter

mm

800

Max. workpiece length

mm

380

Tool holder

VDI 50 /K63

Number of driven tools

8/12

Slide path X axis

mm

2x 1,400

Slide path Z axis

mm

2x 475

Max. feed force X axis

kN

10

Rapid traverse X axis

m/min

60

Rapid traverse Z axis

m/min

25

Ball screw ø Z axis

mm

50

Front spindle bearing diameter

mm

150

Spindle power 100%/40% (duty cycle)

kW

80/103

Torque 100%/40% (duty cycle)

Nm

765/1,010

Nominal speed

RPM

1,000

Length / Width / Height

mm

7,100 x 12,000 x 5,400

kg

approx. 72,000

Linear motor X axis
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TURNING MACHINING CENTERS
HORIZONTAL MACHINE DESIGN WITH 5-AXIS CONTROL AND
OPTIONAL BAR LOADING
The unique ARTERY series enables high-speed and efficient turning and milling thanks to its Y/B axis with 100 Nm-torque milling spindle, and a tool
carrier equipped with disk-type turret and counter spindle. The ARTERY permits the simultaneous machining of two workpieces or the machining of
one workpiece in two clampings. Parallel machining by tool carrier with disk-type turret (optionally with driven tools) and milling spindle (B-axis).
Thanks to its mechanical and dynamic properties, the ARTERY provides outstanding work results In this performance class, and offers enough space
for a variety of machining options. The unique DIRECTWALL concept offers further flexibility.

Demand-oriented workingarea configuration for the suitable machining.

“Direct-Wall-Concept“ for high space productivity thanks Cartridge milling spindle (on Y/B axis). High-speed tool
to the direct installation of this machine type directly on
changer, 6-sided turn-mill machining.

Large-size working area with levels of freedom, due to this Automated infeed of bar material up to
record values in space productivity, efficiency and work- diam. 65 mms, turning length 1200 mms.

the wall or to another Artery machine.

piece quality can be achieved.
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TURNING MACHINING CENTERS
IF TECHNOLOGY DOES NOT ONLY WORK
BUT ALSO SUPPORTS BY ACTIVE THINKING.
Key ARTERY values:

_Innovative horizontal precision lathe
_Functional design with major benefits for users
_Direct-wall design (installation directly against wall)
_Left and right MC version
_Cost-effective WEISSER pay-per-use rental model
_Increased working area space, high productivity
_Very high quality and workpiece accuracy
_Lower unit costs due to precision and complete machining
_Low entry price
_Controlled maintenance / servicing

MC and robotic cell highlights:
_Machining center and robot cell from a single source

User-oriented and easy access to the fluid and

Radial boring

disposal

control cabinet

FREETURN technology

Workpiece measuring probe

Steady-rest on slide unit

_Compact design for high productivity
_Simultaneous replacement of unmachined parts through to finished parts pallet
during machining
_Simple operation and programming
_Multiple grippers, rotary, blowing or insertion stations
_Easily accessible working area
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Withdrawal handling with counter spindle and main spindle, discharge belt and waste piece

Integrated unloading unit

Camera system

IMPORTANT TECHNICAL DATA. IMPRESSIVE ARTERY PERFORMANCE.

M-2 TM

Working
space

Main
spindle

Counter
spindle

Chuck
sizes

Milling head
- B axis

Max. turning Ø 500

5,700 rpm

mm

24 kW

5,700 rpm

up to

24 kW

Ø 390 mm

(40% duty cycle)

(40% duty cycle)

Spindle bearing Ø

Spindle bearing Ø

M-2 5X

12,000/20,000 rpm

Stroke

12x BMT 65 s

20 kW

210 mm

HSK-T63

counter spindle

front

front

max.

B axis 240°

120 mm

120 mm

bar Ø

±120°

Max. turning length
1.200 mm

Lower turret

Spindle flange A6

Spindle aperture

Spindle aperture

80 mm

80 mm

Max. chuck Ø 390

mm

mm

MK 5

Steady-rest
(option)
min./max.

4,500 rpm
+130 mm

Options

-80 mm

12x VDI 40 s

20/200 mm
7.5 kN
Roller Ø 47 mm

Life tooling option
(No lower turret)
6,000 rpm
85 Nm
28.5 kW

Max. chuck Ø 390

Tailstock
(option)

clamping Ø

65 mm
Spindle flange A6

Upper turret

(40% duty cycle)
For main and

Max. bar Ø 65 mm

Y axis

or

12x BMT 65 s

Options
12x VDI 40

12,000 rpm
56 Nm

or

23.5 kW
Life tooling option

6,000 rpm
85 Nm
28.5 kW

M-1 5X

or
12,000 rpm
56 Nm
23.5 kW
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Machine model
Work area
Turning length
Main spindle
Spindle aperture
Spindle head DIN 55026
Max. speed
Drive power (100%|40% duty cycle)
Torque (100%|40% duty cycle)
Chuck diameter
C axis resolution
Counter spindle
Spindle aperture
Spindle head DIN 55026
Max. speed
Drive power (100%|40% duty cycle)
Torque (100%|40% duty cycle)
Chuck diameter
C axis resolution
Slide stroke Z|Rapid motion|Feed force
Tool carrier, top
Tooling system
Max. speed
Drive power (100% duty cycle)
Torque (100%|40% duty cycle)
Slide stroke X| Rapid motion| Feed force
Slide stroke Y| Rapid motion| Feed force
Slide stroke Z| Rapid motion| Feed force
Swivel range B
Tool carrier, bottom
Tooling system DIN ISO 10889
No. of driven tools
Max. speed
Max. drive power| Torque (25% duty cycle)
Slide stroke X| Rapid motion| Feed force
Slide stroke Z| Rapid motion| Feed force
Tool magazine
Tool system DIN 69893
Places in tool magazine
Max. tool weight
Chip-to-chip time:
Machine dimensions
Length|Width|Height
Weight
Connected power
Controller
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Unit

M-2 TM

M-2 5X

M-1 5X

mm

1,200

1,200

1,200

mm

80
A6
5,700
22|24
150|191
390
0.003

80
A6
5,700
22|24
150|191
390
0.003

80
A6
5,700
22|24
150|191
390
0.003

mm

80
A6
rpm
5,700
kW
22|24
Nm
150|191
mm
250
degrees
0.003
mm|m/min|N 1,200|45|10,000

80
A6
5,700
22|24
150|191
250
0.003
1,200|45|10,000

1,200|45|10,000

HSK T63
rpm
12,000
20,000
kW
20
Nm
100 |115
mm|m/min|N 500|40|10,000
mm|m/min|N 210|40|10,000
mm|m/min|N 1,200|45|10,000
degrees
± 120

BMT 65
VDI 40
6,000
12,000
28.5
23.5
85
56
200|40|10,000
210|40|10,000
1,200|45|10,000
± 120

BMT 65
VDI 40
6,000
12,000
28.5
23.5
85
56
200|40|10,000
210|40|10,000
1,200|45|10,000
± 120

rpm
kW/Nm
mm|m/min|N
mm|m/min|N

BMT 65
VDI 40
12
6,000
12,000
28.5|85
23.5|56
200|40|10,000
1,200|45|10,000

BMT 65
VDI 40
12
6,000
12,000
28.5|85
23.5|56
200|40|10,000
1,200|45|10,000

BMT 65
VDI 40
12
6,000
12,000
28.5|85
23.5|56
200|40|10,000
1,200|45|10,000

kg
s

HSK T63
38
8
> 8.5

-

-

5,900|2,490|2,400
15,000
49

5,900|2,490|2,400
15,000
49

rpm
kW
Nm
mm
degrees

102

mm
5,900|2,490|2,400
kg
15,000
kW
49
Siemens 840 D sl

TECHNOLOGY SPECTRUM 4.0
Intelligent technology processes for multifunctional complete machining

faster working speeds and improved productivity, process reliability
and availability.

The workpiece is paramount! ...Which is why WEISSER consistently focuses on providing outstanding process control and developing its own
substitute machining processes that help shorten machining times.

WEISSER offers a spectrum of technology which is as comprehensive as it is versatile. It has a great fund of experience to take care
of complex manufacturing tasks.

The company has developed numerous innovative technologies that
are having a major impact on the industry. These include the pick-up
process or the hard turning, rotational turning and out-of-round turning
processes, which are now essential parts of the machining world.
In order to offer its clients customized complete machining at low unit
costs (often involving multi-stage production in a single machine),
WEISSER develops machine tools and integrated process solutions for
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ROTATIONAL TURNING 2.0

The rotational turning process developed and patented by
WEISSER can be used to generate finely machined surfaces free of
lead and with a precision finish, thus completely avoiding the need
for complex grinding processes.
The simultaneous rotation of the workpiece and the tool cutting
edge shortens the machining time by up to 77% (user study) – a
useful rationalization effect. The method enables the production
of finished surfaces to the highest precision standards for external,
internal and face turning with roughness levels of under Rz=1μm.

OUT-OF-ROUND TURNING

•
•
•
•
•

Up to 77 % savings compared to conventional turning processes
Lead-free surfaces with roughness levels below Rz = 1μm
Substitution of the grinding and superfinishing processes
External, internal and face turning
Dry and wet machining

The original WEISSER HOT system makes the machining of non-circular workpieces much more economical than milling or grinding,
since any contours can be produced by just one turning process.
This significantly improves not only the speed, but also the shape
accuracy.
Non-circular workpiece shapes are used in general mechanical
engineering, the automotive industry, aircraft construction and
electrical engineering. Special applications include pistons, connectors, sliding seats, coupling elements and shaft-hub connections (car gearboxes, control wheels etc.).

This provides ideal conditions for high-precision machining of sealing and needle bearing seats on gears and shafts. External and internal rotation turning on reference surfaces of chucked parts such
as transmission gearwheels.

The out-of-round turning method developed by WEISSER:
•

The short changeover times help achieve a high degree of flexibility with different workpiece variants and batch sizes. High long-term
production tolerance accuracy and reliable process stability significantly reduce machining times.

Considerably shortens the machining time due to the special
kinematics between the rotating workpiece and the oscillating cutting edge (freely programmable)

•

Even if no lead prevention is required, the machining time is significantly reduced by the new technology – even in comparison to
other hard and soft turning processes.

Enables the efficient production of regular polygons and
disharmonious profile shapes with maximum precision and
surface quality

•

Offers internal, external and face machining of the workpiece
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•
•
•

Replaces traditional forms of machining such as profile milling and grinding and/or profile grinding
Creates superior surface quality
Polygonal workpiece shapes replace profile connections and key connections

HARD TURNING / INTERNAL-EXTERNAL GRINDING

The process integration of hard turning and grinding technologies in a single working area includes both shaft-type workpieces and chuck parts such as sun shafts, shaft bevel gears,
gearwheels, sliding sleeves etc. Complete machining in a single clamping achieves the highest precision and surface quality. In addition, set-up, tooling, programming and wait times
are greatly minimized. Complete hard fine machining shortens
the process chain by reducing cycle times while offering other
significant cycle time advantages. Both internal and external
grinding spindles can be used in the working area of a
WEISSER precision lathe. Process-adapted use of the grinding
spindle configuration yields a variety of options and maximum
flexibility:

•
•
•
•
•
•

WHIRLING

WEISSER whirling for highly productive turn-milling of cylindrical
roller bearing cages and shaft-hub connections. This process
is based on counter-spindle kinematics and has been further
developed by WEISSER. It can be used to incorporate special
shapes such as rectangular pocket windows into workpieces.

Complete machining in a single set-up
Combination with other machining processes possible
High precision and surface quality levels
Significant reduction of cycle times
Use for shaft-type workpieces and chuck parts
High degree of flexibility for customer-specific solutions

Shorter cycle times and tribologically adapted and more precise contours for cylindrical roller bearings can be produced
compared to the milling of bearing cages (typically made of
brass).
Whirled or impact/turn-milled brass or steel cages are perfectly suited for heavy-duty bearings and are therefore particularly suitable for use in:

•

Fixed grinding spindle for precision grinding of flat surfaces

•

Gearboxes and heavy-duty wind-power planetary gears

•

Tilting grinding spindle for finish grinding of bores and cones

•

•

Movable and adjustable grinding spindle for adapting to
workpiece interfering contours

Railway axles and construction machinery, such as
cranes or excavator vehicles

The method can be used not only to incorporate radial pockets into cage rings, but also to create e.g. the following geometries:

One of WEISSER's unique innovations is the combination of hard
turning and synchronous grinding with simultaneous internal and
external cylindrical grinding. Another possibility is the combined
internal and conical CBN grinding process for dry machining using only one grinding spindle. Simultaneous dressing during unloading and loading eliminates the disadvantage of cycle time
extensions – a significant productivity advantage!

•
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Positive-fitting shaft-hub profiles (spur gearing), coupling
profiles (positive-fitting), e.g. claw and tooth clutches

•
•
•
•

Counter spindle principle
Substitution of milling processes
New, concave pocket window geometry
Self-retaining function of rolling elements due to
concave ridge forms: easy mounting due to snap-in
mounting of rollers

ELECTRO-MOBILITY

Innovative process solutions for highly efficient machining of workpieces for electrified drive components.

Challenging new E-MOBILITY component workpieces.

Insights into the highly efficient machining of workpieces for electro-mobility components.
Various electro-mobility workpieces machined with WEISSER precision lathes are already on the road. WEISSER is already contributing to the push towards electro-mobility with intelligent technology solutions for a broad spectrum of workpieces. WEISSER

Properties:
_Thin-walled (tendency to vibrate)
_Materials: Aluminum, steel, forged parts
_Housing shapes (mounting holes)
_Imbalance and bell shapes
_Adverse mass distributions (see rotor shaft)

offers a range of technology which is as comprehensive as it is
versatile. The company has a great deal of experience to take
care of complex manufacturing tasks.
Various possibilities for highly productive machining of workpieces for electrified drives will be demonstrated based on example
applications.
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Challenges:
_Clamping technology (damping, deformation)
_Tool technology (damping, chip formation)
_Chip formation and disposal
_Measurement technology 			
(post-process
process control)

INNOVATIVE PROCESS SOLUTIONS FOR HIGHLY EFFICIENT MACHINING OF WORKPIECES FOR ELECTRIFIED DRIVE COMPONENTS

STATOR HOUSING

HEAT SINKS FOR HYBRID ENGINES

ROTOR SHAFT

E-CROWN WHEEL

E-DRIVE BEVEL GEAR

_The solution: WEISSER Precision Lathe UNIVERTOR A120
_Turning of end faces, bearing seats and outer contours
_Special clamping device with face clamping disk
_Spindle head with driven tools
_Integrated measuring probe
_Automation system with NC shuttle for robotic loading
_Very high degree of precision

_The solution: WEISSER Precision Lathe UNIVERTOR AM
_Workpiece clamping using special clamping devices
_Pre- and finish machining, internal and external Ø
_OP recognition via DMC
_Reading in of DMC via camera
_In-process measurement
_Save measurement results in conjunction with DMC

_The solution: WEISSER Precision Lathe UNIVERTOR AS 400
_Complete machining of shafts
_Rotational turning
_Turning machining of rotor housings
_Significant reduction of order throughput times
_Outstanding manufacturing quality

_The solution: WEISSER Precision Lathe UNIVERTOR AM_T
_Complete machining
_Soft turning, drilling, threading
_2 clampings without turnover
_Turret with compact and rigid CDI interface for static and 		
rotating tools
_In-process measurement

_The solution: WEISSER Precision Lathe UNIVERTOR AS
_Hard turning and rotational turning
_100% dry machining
_Material hardened steel
_Diameter tolerance 13µm
_Zero point in-process measurement

_Cycle

_Cycle time: 0P20 = 240 s / OP40 = 210 s

_Cycle time: 26 s

_Cycle time: 51.6 s

_Cycle time: 42 s

time: 42 s
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PRODUCTION LINE APPLICATION EXAMPLE: ROTOR SHAFT

PROCEDURE:
Internal and external
turn-milling OP 70

Internal gear
OP 80
Hard turning and
rotational turning
OP 90

• OP 10

PRE-TURNING

• OP 20

PRE-TURNING

• WASHING AND DRYING
Washing,
drying and labelling

• OP 30=OP 40 JOINING AND WELDING
• OP 50 + OP 60 HARDENING AND TEMPERING
• OP 70 INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL TURNING, MILLING
Hardening and tempering OP 50 + OP 60

Pre-turning
OP 10

• OP 80 INTERNAL GEARING
• OP 90 HARD TURNING AND ROTATIONAL TURNING

Joining and welding
OP 30 = OP 40
Washing and
drying

• WASHING, DRYING AND LABELLING

Pre-turning
OP 20
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES
The workpiece is paramount! ...Which is why WEISSER consistently focuses
on providing outstanding process control and developing its own substitute machining processes that help shorten machining times.
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PISTONS
Complete machining of pistons.
_Challenge:
Complete machining to highest quality levels, with maximum
output and process reliability during out-of-round turning.
_Solution:
Precision lathe with WEISSER HOT system.
Specific production lines including machine models from the
VERTOR and UNIVERTOR series are used to carry out all process
steps in the complete machining of pistons.
Out-of-round turning with the original HOT (Hyperspeed Oval
Turning) system developed by WEISSER is of particular importance for piston machining.
The WEISSER VERTOR C precision machine is an ideal basis for the WEISSER HOT out-of-round machining system.
The production center enables the highly efficient production
of regular polygons and disharmonious profile shapes with the
highest precision and surface quality. It is used, for example, for
the efficient and precise out-of-round turning of pistons.
_Process:
The process sequence includes various operations, in particular
on the piston neck, the shaft and ring sections, the piston base and
recess. This includes turning, drilling and milling work, in-process
measuring and out-of-round turning with the WEISSER HOT system.

BRAKE DISKS
Vertical machining of brake disks, highly productive
and multifunctional.

_Result:
• Superior process reliability, workpiece accuracy
and machine availability.
• Highly dynamic oscillation drive for flexible generation of mold contours
• High cutting speeds
• Increase in working speed of between 		
200 and 300%
• Increased productivity through integrated
tool changer

_Challenge:
Reduced cycle times and high quality in terms of axial run-out and brake disk reference geometry.
_Solution:
WEISSER precision lathe with customized process solution. The UNIVERTOR AM and UNIVERTOR A series of modular single or multi-spindle pick-up machine models are used
for the multifunctional machining of brake disks.
_Process:
• Variable workpiece throughput from left or right with short travel paths
• Individually tailored use of different tool systems with driven tools

CYCLE TIME 30 s
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•

Use of multi-spindle drilling heads with optional direct drive or Y axis for producing
through holes

•

Special clamping devices for compliance with finest tolerances

•

In-process measurement

•

Flexible automation solution with turning station for reaching the required workpiece position for the subsequent operation

•

Process-integrated workpiece transfer for different workpieces with exact adherence to surface requirements

•

Finish machining of the friction ring with NC straddle tool holder

•

Measuring, testing and monitoring systems do not allow tolerances to be
exceeded

_Result:
• Superior process reliability, workpiece accuracy and
machine availability.
• High productivity per unit area thanks to integrated
machine design
• Reduced number of set-ups due to process integration
• Minimal reclamping losses due to spindle-to-spindle
transfer
• High precision thanks to internally developed NC
straddle tool holder

CYCLE TIME
Brake disk
Cover

40.8 s
36.0 s

DRIVE SHAFTS
Horizontal machining of gear shafts, highly productive and multifunctional.
_Challenge:
High quantities and accuracy levels combined with reduced production area and process simplification.
_Solution:
WEISSER precision lathe UNIVERTOR AS – modular, single-spindle
shaft pick-up lathe.

GEAR WHEELS
_Result:
• Superior process reliability, workpiece accuracy and machine availability.
• Integrated automation through unique horizontal pick-up
system
• Minimum process times due to optimal paths
• High-precision machine design
• Complete process chain can be covered: Cutting to
face/centering, soft turning, hardening and hard turning

Hard turning, internal and external grinding of gear wheels.
_Challenge:
Precise machining of gear wheels.
_Solution:
Modular, single or multi-spindle WEISSER pick-up precision lathes of the UNIVERTOR AC1, AC-2 or UNIVERTOR AM-1, AM-2 series.
_Process:
• Complete machining – comprising hard turning, inner and outer cylindrical grinding processes – in a single machine is the perfect method for machining gearwheels
• Cycle times are considerably reduced compared to conventional inner and outer
cylindrical grinding
• Outstanding grinding and profiling properties and high dimensional accuracy levels
• Superior surfaces finish with a roughness of less than Rz= 1 μm can be achieved
using the patented rotational turning process. This can be used for outer, inner and
face turning as well as for hard and soft machining,
• Various automation components are used to load the machines, connect different production lines and integrate test steps. They can be adapted at any time to
cope with extensions
• Measuring, testing and monitoring systems do not allow tolerances to be
exceeded

_Process:
Complete machining in one setup by combining processes
and using special chucks, thus ensuring high productivity and
precision levels. Drilling and milling operations on shafts can be
carried out with driven tools by integrating hard turning, rotation turning, grinding, drilling and milling based on the turn-mill
principle.
Advantages of UNIVERTOR AS 650/4:
•

Reduction of process times through 4-axis machining using
two high-performance disk turrets, customized automation
solutions

•

High stability and precision levels during workpiece machining due to tailstock and steady-rest support

•

Outstanding surface quality due to optimal tool design

•

High quality engineering: measuring, testing and monitoring
systems do not allow tolerances to be exceeded

CYCLE TIME 57 s

CYCLE TIME Transmission shaft		
Rotational turning 		
Hard turning/Grinding

118 s
198 s
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_Result:
• Superior process reliability, workpiece accuracy and
machine availability.
• Process integration through original WEISSER technology
modules enables several process sequences to be incorporated in a single machine, thus reducing possible
reclamping errors
• Maximum-precision clamping technology for deformation-free machining

CYCLE TIME 40.2 s

DIFFERENTIAL CASING
Vertical machining of differential casings, highly productive and multifunctional.
_Challenge:
Achieving large quantities and high precision levels while simultaneously reducing the production area and simplifying the process, taking into account drawing and quality specifications as
well as unit costs.
_Solution:
WEISSER precision lathe UNIVERTOR AM-2, multifunctional
two-spindle modular pick-up lathe with vertical spindle-slide layout.

AXLE JOURNALS
_Result:
•

Superior process reliability, workpiece accuracy and machine availability.

•

One or two-spindle versions (AM-1/AM-2)

•

Workpiece handling by an integrated turnover station for
short loading and unloading times during machining

•

Turning and milling turret with dynamic direct drive up to
9,500 rpm

•

4-axis complete machining

Vertical soft machining of axle journals.
_Challenge:
Soft machining of axle journals in 1 clamping with 5 variants
Dry machining.
Automatic loading and unloading.
Automatic measuring probe.
Interface to customer automation system.

_Result:
• Superior process reliability, workpiece accuracy
and machine availability. Machining of chuckheld turned parts or shafts with tailstock and
steady-rest support
• 4-axis design for shortened processing times
• Driven tools
• Optimized for manual loading

_Solution:
The VERTOR C is a compact, single-spindle vertical lathe for manual, robotic or portal
loading, designed especially for the machining of small parts (chuck and shaft parts)
up to a diameter of 150 mm.
_Process:
Loading and unloading by means of integrated automation.
Determination of workpiece position by means of a measuring probe installed on the
tool turret.

_Process:
Machining in 1 or 2 clampings.
Use of special clamping devices to comply with quality requirements. Use of multi-bladed tools to reduce machining times and
increase tool life. Multi-machine operation is fully supported by
the use of automation solutions adapted to meet the needs of
the entire process chain.

CYCLE TIME 139 s

CYCLE TIME 60 s
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...designed to be faster

J.G. WEISSER SÖHNE GmbH & Co. KG
Machine Tool Company
Johann-Georg-Weisser-Str. 1
78112 St. Georgen
Tel. +49 7724 881-0
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